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a b s t r a c t
Folding rates (ln kf) of globular proteins correlate with their biophysical properties, but relationship
between ln kf and patterns of sequence evolution remains elusive. We introduce ‘relative
co-evolution order’ (rCEO) as length-normalized average primary chain separation of co-evolving
pairs (CEPs), which negatively correlates with ln kf. In addition to pairs in native 3D contact,
indirectly connected and structurally remote CEPs probably also play critical roles in protein
folding. Correlation between rCEO and ln kf is stronger in multi-state proteins than two-state
proteins, contrasting the case of contact order (co), where stronger correlation is found in
two-state proteins. Finally, rCEO, co and ln kf are fitted into a 3D linear correlation.
Ó 2015 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A number of studies are performed in recent years to correlate
folding rates (ln kf) of globular proteins with their biophysical
properties; these include length [1], sequence composition [2], secondary structural makeup [3], 3D topology [4,5] etc. Small proteins
generally fold faster than large ones, which results a negative correlation (0.64) between proteins’ length and ln kf [1]. Folding rate
also depends on the amino acid composition, resulting 96% correlation between the two parameters [2]. The secondary structural
makeup, that is to be generated during folding, also negatively correlates (0.82) with ln kf. Further, ln kf depends on the 3D topology
of the native structure. Contact order (co), a measure of protein
‘topology’ in 3D space, is defined as the average primary chain separation of the native atomic contacts, and it negatively correlates
(0.74) with ln kf [5].
Research interests have recently been diversified to understand
the association between protein folding and evolution. Analyzing
homologous sequences of proteins with known folding kinetics,
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Plaxco et al. [6] reported a significant correlation between the contributions of individual sequence positions (not individual amino
acids) to the transition state structure. This indicated that a protein
evolves by conserving the structure of its folding transition state
ensemble, rather than conserving specific interactions among
amino acids [6]. As a consequence, strong sequence conservation
does not necessarily indicate participation in transition state
ensemble [7,8]. In recent years, the effects of point mutation on
the folding mechanism are also being investigated, in which point
mutations are induced in small globular proteins (both conserved
and non-conserved sites) to investigate consequent changes in
their folding free energy as well as folding rate [9]. Parallel to
experimental studies, several theoretical works predict the effect
of point mutations on folding landscape [10,11]. These studies
show that both conserved and non-conserved positions can alter
the folding rate while mutated and the rate can vary in wide
spectrum.
Mutations are random and unavoidable in the course of evolution. But the fixation of mutations is not random, but it depends on
many factors, including the maintenance of folding landscape and
structural integrity [12–14]. For example, if two sites are under
some biophysical constraint(s), then mutation occurring at one site
alters the selection pressure on the other, inducing a complementary change [15]. This evolutionary phenomenon is termed as
‘co-evolution’ and it is associated with a wide spectrum of
biophysical constraints, including tertiary and quaternary atomic
contacts as well as long-distance functional constraints [15].
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Such coordinated reciprocal mutations during biological evolution
are, therefore, fundamentally different from experimentally
induced mutations. Hence, a systematic investigation is required
to test whether the coordinated fashion of biological mutations
has some association with folding rate.
Here we identify the intra-molecular co-evolving residue pairs
(CEPs) of globular proteins by several available methods to find
whether the co-evolutionary patterns correlate with their experimentally derived folding rates. We introduce a parameter: relative
co-evolution order (rCEO), defined as the length-normalized average primary chain separation of the co-evolving pairs and identify
a significant negative correlation between rCEO and ln kf. Our
results indicate that not only CEPs in native 3D contact, but structurally remote and indirectly contacting CEPs play critical roles in
protein folding as well. Finally, rCEO and co are integrated into a 3D
linear correlation with ln kf. These results might be an important
step in understanding the association between the folding constraints of biomolecules and their evolution.

rcwMI scores is generated and top hits are chosen from the subset
of the entire spectrum above the one-tailed 99.9% confidence interval. The residue pairs associated with these top 0.01% rcwMI scores
are considered as co-evolving.
In addition, two advanced methods DCA and GREMLIN are
employed in our analysis. MI calculates the correlation of each residue pair (i,j) independently. In DCA method, the coupling of the
pair i and j is computed taking into account the effect of other positions in the alignment. A detailed description and implementation
of this method can be found in Ref. [21]. GREMLIN integrates
sequence co-evolution and structural context information using a
pseudo-likelihood approach, allowing accurate contact predictions
from fewer homologous sequences. A detailed description of
GREMLIN approach can be found in Ref. [22].
2.3. Estimating contact order
The absolute contact order (co) of a protein structure is defined
as [5]:

2. Materials and methods

co ¼

2.1. Protein dataset
An initial dataset of 94 proteins with experimentally determined folding rates is collected. This dataset is then filtered based
on three criteria: (i) proteins for which at least 1000 homologous
sequences are available (ii) the protein family must be present
within at least one complete phylum, (iii) the 3D structure of at
least one homolog must be experimentally determined. The final
dataset of 37 bacterial proteins (25 two-state and 13 multi-state)
are provided in Supplementary Table S1. In addition, we have analyzed the bacterial 30S ribosomal complex (Supplementary
extended methods).

Homologous sequences of each protein (the PDB sequence is
used as the query) are collected using protein–protein BLAST
[16]; highly similar sequences (95% similarity cutoff) are removed
to maintain diversity required for co-evolution analysis. We have
employed a number of currently available co-evolution analysis
methods [17] to estimate rCEO and have compared their results.
Those include basic Mutual Information [18–20], DCA [21] and
GREMLIN [22]. In Mutual Information (MI) method, the MI score
between two positions in an alignment is given by:



X
Pðai ; bj Þ
Pðai ; bj Þ  log
Pðai Þ  Pðbj Þ
a;b

ð1Þ

where P(ai,bj) is the joint probability distribution of residues ‘a’ and
‘b’, located at i-th and j-th position of the MSA respectively. P(ai) and
P(bj) are marginal probability distributions of residues ‘a’ and ‘b’. In
MI approach, there are several potential sources of background
errors, such as small alignment size, phylogenetic effects, positions
of high entropy and invariable sites [19,23]. Supplementary
extended methods includes a detailed discussion on minimizing
background errors. The rcwMI filtering approach is employed in
filtering step. Each site pair score is weighted against the
average score of its constituting sites [19], and the Row–ColumnWeighted score rcwMI is defined as:

M ij
rcwMIði; jÞ ¼
ðMIi: þ MI:j  2MIij Þ=ðn  1Þ

ð3Þ

where nc is the total number of contacts, si and sj are the sequence
positions of residues i and j, and D(i,j) is the selection criteria that
includes i and j into analysis only if they are in contact and if
ji  jj > 4. This ji  jj > 4 criterion ensures that the contacts
included in co estimation are directly associated with 3D topology
of the proteins, rather than secondary structures. If any two atoms
from two different amino acids (i and j) are within a cutoff distance
(5 Å), the amino acids are considered to be connected.
2.4. Estimating relative co-evolution order
We introduce a parameter, termed as the relative co-evolution
order (rCEO) defined as:

2.2. Co-evolution analysis

MIði; jÞ ¼



1X
Dði; jÞsi  sj 
nc i>j

ð2Þ

where MIi. and MI.j are the summation of the MI values of residues i and j respectively, to all other residues in the MSA. Mij is the
MI between residues i and j. A probability density spectrum of

rCEO ¼

X


1
Dði; jÞsi  sj 
L  nCEP i>j

ð4Þ

where L is length of the amino acid chain, nCEP is the number of
CEPs, si and sj are the sequence positions of residues i and j and
D(i,j) is the selection criteria that includes i and j into analysis if
they are co-evolving and if ji  jj > 4.
2.5. Classifying CEPs according to 3D contacts
Co-evolution analysis reveals two types of CEPs, based on their
3D contacts. If any two atoms from two different amino acids are
within a cutoff distance (5 Å), the amino acids are considered to
be in direct physical contact; otherwise they are not in direct
contact. The second group is further classified into two
sub-groups: (i) structurally remote CEPs and (ii) CEPs in indirect
physical contact (if A contacts with both B and C, then B and C
are in indirect contact). The rCEO estimated from these four classes
are denoted as, rCEOhdci, rCEOhnci, rCEOhsri and rCEOhici, respectively. In addition, the method used for co-evolution analysis is
also mentioned, whenever relevant (e.g., for rCEO estimated in MI
method, using directly contacting CEPs, we use) rCEOhdc/MIi.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Correlation between rCEO and ln kf is exclusive to co
Co-evolution is generally observed between sequence pairs
those are biophysically constrained [15]. A high value of the relative co-evolution order (rCEO) implies that there are several
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long-range dependencies between the sequence positions of the
corresponding protein. We begin our analysis including only the
non-contacting CEPs in rCEO estimation (rCEOhnci). This analysis
excludes all the CEPs contributing to contact order (co) estimation.
The Pearson correlation between experimentally determined folding rate (ln kf) and respective rCEOhnci is, r ln kf jrCEOhnc=MIi ¼ 0:65 in
MI approach, supported by a strong statistical significance
P < 106 (Fig. 1A). In DCA and GREMLIN, this correlation is slightly
lower (rlnkf jrCEOhnc=DCAi ¼ 0:51; P < 103; r lnkf jrCEOhnc=GREMLINi ¼ 0:54
P < 103)—although the non-contacting CEPs include a much smaller proportion (8% and 11%, respectively) of all the CEPs predicted
in these methods—compared to MI. A strong negative correlation
(0.74) between ln kf and co is already established in previous
studies [4,5]. Given this information, the correlation between ln kf
and rCEOhnci indicates that the folding rate of globular proteins
has some correlation with the intra-molecular co-evolutionary
pattern as well, which is exclusive to contact order.
3.2. Both physically contacting and structurally remote CEPs play
critical roles in folding
The physically contacting CEPs (rCEOhdci group) constitute a
significant fraction of the entire CEP set (19% in MI, 79% in
GREMLIN and 92% in DCA). An example of co-evolving pairs and
native contacts for a globular protein is shown in Supplementary
Fig. S2. When we include the rCEOhdci group CEPs with the
rCEOhnci group CEPs, the correlation with ln kf (r ln kf jrCEO ) elevates
to 0.78 in MI (P < 109) (Fig. 1B), 0.91 in DCA (P < 1015) and
0.85 in GREMLIN (P < 1011) (Table 1). This clearly indicates that
both the CEPs—physically contacting and non-contacting—play
significant roles in protein folding.
Now, to test whether this elevation of correlation is due to some
statistical association between rCEO and, co we investigate the statistical associations of, rCEO, rCEOhdci and rCEOhnci with co. In each
case, we generate a scatter plot of the respective parameter with co
(Supplementary Fig. S3). Considering a priori linear correlations,
we estimate the lower and upper confidence limits (LCL/UCL)
under 95% statistical confidences. The possibility of the respective
parameter and co being predictors of each other (i.e. correlated to
each other) is tested under a null hypothesis of complete association. If a data-point in the scatter plot is located within the
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confidence band, it is considered as a successful prediction; otherwise, it is a false prediction. We randomly pick up 10 data-points at
a time and estimate the percent of them being a successful prediction; this process is repeated 1000 times. For MI method, this analysis rejects the null hypothesis of complete association between
rCEOhMIi and co with P < 107 (for DCA and GREMLIN,) P < 0.05
and that between rCEOhnc/MIi and co with P < 1010 significance
(for DCA and GREMLIN,) P < 0.001. But for, rCEOhdci which is in fact
a subset of, co the null hypothesis persists at P > 0.1 for MI and
P > 0.5 for DCA and GREMLIN.
The predicted CEPs by DCA method, as an example (Fig. 2A),
include approximately 70% of the total native contacts. The
rCEOhdc/DCAi value computed from these physically contacting
CEPs exhibit 0.81 correlation with ln kf. Addition of the remaining
30% non-coevolving native contacts results a reduced correlation
with ln kf (0.81 to 0.74). This suggests that not all pairs in native
contacts, i.e. included in co analysis, are crucial for protein folding.
In fact, pairs those are co-evolving as well as in native contacts
probably play critical roles in protein folding. On the other hand,
the rCEOhdc/DCAi group CEPs constitutes 92% of all the CEPs and
the remaining 8% of CEPs are structurally remote. When we add
this 8% CEPs with rCEOhdc/DCAi group, it results a significant
elevation of correlation (0.81 to 0.92). This depicts that structurally remote CEPs probably have some critical role in folding.
The essentiality of co-evolving pairs, those are not in direct
physical contact, in protein folding and stability is reported in
other recent studies as well [21].
Furthermore, a majority of the structurally remote CEPs are in
indirect native contact (Supplementary Fig. S4), which cannot be
captured in co analysis. This result demonstrates the importance
of indirectly connected pairs in protein folding, which we shall
further discuss in the next sections. In Supplementary Fig. S5, we
have presented linear regression plots of contact order and
co-evolution parameters fitted with folding rates.
3.3. Comparison between two-state and multi-state proteins
We have tested whether the molecular nature of folding
process has some effect on the correlation between ln kf and
rCEO. In all three methods, the correlation between ln kf and rCEO
is stronger in proteins exhibiting multi-state folding (e.g.,

Fig. 1. (A) The linear regression fitting of rCEOhnc/MIi and folding rate (red line) is shown here; the lower and upper prediction limits for this correlation under 95% statistical
confidence are also highlighted. (B) The linear regression fitting of rCEOhMIi and folding rate; Pearson correlations for proteins with different architectures are mentioned.
Proteins having b-roll and irregular architecture were too few to infer any statistical correlation.
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Table 1
Correlation coefficients of co-evolution and structure-derived parameters with protein folding rates (rCEO = relative co-evolution order, co = contact order, ln kf = folding rate)
estimated in various co-evolution analysis methods. 3D correlations do not include negative sign by definition. The P-values and the q-values in the parentheses represent the
statistical significance and the respective 95% confidence intervals of the respective correlations.
Method

Correlations

Two-state proteins

Multi-state proteins

All

MI

ln kf and rCEO

0.68 (P < 103)
(0.38 < q < 0.85)
0.75 (P < 104)
(0.57 < q < 0.86)

0.89 (P < 104)
(0.65 < q < 0.97)
0.93 (P < 106)
(0.87 < q < 0.96)

0.78 (P < 109)
(0.61 < q < 0.89)
0.87 (P < 1014)
(0.76 < q < 0.93)

0.82 (P < 107)
(0.62 < q < 0.92)
0.83 (P < 109)
(0.64 < q < 0.92)

0.87 (P < 104)
(0.59 < q < 0.96)
0.92 (P < 106)
(0.73 < q < 0.98)

0.85 (P < 1011)
(0.72 < q < 0.92)
0.88 (P < 1016)
(0.78 < q < 0.94)

0.88 (P < 109)
(0.74 < q < 0.95)
0.90 (P < 1010)
(0.78 < q < 0.96)

0.94 (P < 105)
(0.89 < q < 0.94)
0.96 (P < 108)
(0.86 < q < 0.99)

0.92 (P < 1015)
(0.83 < q < 0.95)
0.93 (P < 1017)
(0.87 < q < 0.96)

0.79 (P < 106)
(0.57 < q < 0.91)

0.64 (P < 102)
(0.24 < q < 0.89)

0.74 (P < 106)
(0.55 < q < 0.86)

ln kf, rCEO and co
ln kf and rCEO

GREMLIN

ln kf, rCEO and co
DCA

ln kf and rCEO
ln kf, rCEO and co

Contact prediction

ln kf and co

rmulti-state
P < 104) compared to those exhibiting
ln kf jrCEOhMIi ¼ 0:89,
two-state folding

(rtwo-state
ln kf jrCEOhMIi

¼ 0:68; P < 10

3

) (Table 1). This sce-

nario is in contrast to the case of co, which exhibits stronger correlation with ln kf for two-state proteins [24]. In our dataset, we have
found r two-state
¼ 0:79 (P < 106) and rmulti-state
¼ 0:64 (P < 0.01)
ln kf jco
ln kf jco

(Table 1). To gain further insight, we have estimated the percentage of physically contacting as well as indirectly contacting CEPs
in the two types of proteins. Physically contacting CEPs are present
in a higher proportion in two-state proteins (in MI, 24%) than
multi-state (15%). On the other hand, all three methods confirm
that multi-state proteins include a higher proportion of indirectly
contacting (e.g., in MI, 63% in two-state, 69% in multi-state) and
structurally remote CEPs (in MI, 13% in two-state, 16% in
multi-state).

Both co-evolving pairs and 3D contacts represent biophysical
constraints. But co-evolution generally represents critical biophysical constraints, which include, but are not limited to native contacts [15]. Two-state proteins fold into their native 3D structures
passing through specific folding intermediates. However, in
multi-state proteins, determination of the folding intermediates
and development of their secondary structural elements has been
proven difficult to resolve due to the inherent complexity of the
process [25]. This complexity of multi-state folding might give rise
to several critical interactions those no longer persist in native
state (therefore, cannot be captured in co analysis), but are
reflected in the higher proportion of indirectly contacting and
structurally remote CEPs (compared to two-state). This depicts
the importance of such non-contacting CEPs in protein folding
(also discussed in Ref. [21]) and also explains why co exhibits

Fig. 2. (A) An illustration of the co-evolving pairs identified in DCA method, the pairs in native 3D contacts, commonality between two groups are shown. The numbers
represent the correlations with folding rate of the contact/co-evolution order parameters estimated from the respective groups. (B) Comparison of local rCEOhMIi at different
domains of multi-domain biomolecules with qualitative/quantitative kinetic data is demonstrated (MI method). Rapidly folding domain exhibits lower relative co-evolution
order.
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weaker correlation with ln kf in multi-state proteins, whereas that
for rCEO is stronger.
3.4. Proteins of different fold classification exhibit their characteristic
correlations
Since different protein folds indicate unique 3D architectures,
we have tested whether the former is another determinant of the
relationship between ln kf and rCEO. Here, looking into the
r ln kf jrCEO values among proteins with different fold categories, we
observe that proteins with different architecture exhibit their characteristic r ln kf jrCEO (Fig. 1B). For example, proteins with
a-orthogonal bundle architecture exhibit stronger correlations
(r ln kf jrCEOhMIi ¼ 0:89; P < 0.05), than the b-barrel proteins
(r ln kf jrCEOhMIi ¼ 0:55; P < 0.05).
3.5. The curious case of multi-domain proteins and 30S ribosome
assembly
Two multi-domain proteins are included in our dataset, where
different domains fold into their respective native structures at different rates (Supplementary dataset). In each protein, we see that
the rapidly folding domain (supported by available kinetic data)
exhibits lower rCEO (Fig. 2B).
Similar analysis is performed on the bacterial small ribosomal
subunit, in which the three domains (50 , Central and 30 domain)
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of the 16S ribosomal RNA fold (in this case, the molecular nature
of folding is protein-guided RNA folding) at different rates [26].
Rapidly folding Central domain and kinetically trapped 30 domain
exhibit the lowest and the highest co-evolution order respectively
(Fig. 2B).
3.6. 3D correlation among ln kf, rCEO and co
The correlations among, ln kf rCEO and co are represented in a
3D surface plot in Fig. 3A. The three parameters are correlated in
a linear relationship, defining a plane surface in the 3D space
(rln kf jcojrCEOhMIi ¼ 0:87; R2ln kf jcojrCEOhMIi ¼ 0:74), supported by a strong

statistical significance (P < 1014). This correlation is much stronger in multi-state proteins (rmulti-state
lnkf jcojrCEOhMIi ¼ 0:93), compared to

two-state proteins (rtwo-state
lnkf jcojrCEOhMIi ¼ 0:75) (Table 1). The exact math-

ematical relationship between the three parameters for all proteins
is mentioned in the following:

ln kf ¼ 18:43  36:87  rCEOhMIi  0:26  co

ð5Þ

The three constants are associated with 1.58, 7.42 and 0.06
standard errors respectively. The linear models for DCA and
GREMLIN are included in Table 2. In MI method, rln kf jcojrCEOhMIi is significantly elevated (87%) compared to r ln kf jrCEOhMIi (78%), while in
DCA (91–93%) and GREMLIN, (85–88%) there are only minor
elevations.

Fig. 3. (A) The 3D plane surface fitting of folding rate (ln kf), relative co-evolution order (rCEOhMIi) and absolute contact order (co) is shown as a color map surface for MI
method. A projection of this surface on the XY-plane is shown as a contour plot. (B) The residual plot between experimentally determined and theoretically predicted folding
rates is depicted here for MI method. The lower and upper prediction limits (LPL/UPL) under 95% statistical confidences are highlighted by blue straight lines.
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Table 2
Statistics of 3D plane surface fitting (linear correlation) between ln kf, rCEO and co in
different co-evolution analysis methods.
Method

Statistics of 3D plane surface fitting

MI

Equation:
ln kf ¼ 18:43  36:85rCEO  0:26co
R ¼ 0:87; R2 ¼ 0:74
Equation:
ln kf ¼ 19:02  51:01rCEO  0:17co
R ¼ 0:88; R2 ¼ 0:77
Equation:
ln kf ¼ 17:81  48:64rCEO  0:10co
R ¼ 0:93; R2 ¼ 0:86

GREMLIN

DCA
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Our previous results indicate that not all native contacts are
critical for folding. MI prediction includes a much higher proportion of structurally remote CEPs and the strong 3D correlation in
this method reflects the crucial role of non-contacting CEPs in folding. But MI approach risks the loss of a substantial proportion of
pairs those are likely critical for folding. Conversely, DCA and
GREMLIN predictions likely include a majority of the connected
pairs critical for folding (70% of the native contacts are included
in CEPs). Therefore, when we include co for a 3D correlation, for
DCA and GREMLIN, there are no substantial elevation of correlation
(91–93% and 85–88%) compared to that in MI (78–87%). Thus,
different methods with different prediction boundaries represent
the importance of both physically interacting as well as
non-contacting pairs in protein folding.
A residual plot of experimental and predicted ln kf (using Eq.
(5)) is shown in Fig. 3B. The standard error (SE) of prediction is esti

pﬃﬃﬃ
mated as, SE ¼ rderror = n where derror ¼ ln kf predicted  ln kf exp erimental .

To correct the effect of small sample size, this estimation is performed 100 times by randomly picking ten derror values and each
time multiplying the SE estimate by the finite-population correcpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tion factor, N  n=N  1 where N = 37 and n = 10. The average
of this population, SEcorrected = 0.26 gives the accurate standard
error of the prediction in MI approach. In DCA and GREMLIN, this
value is 0.21 and 0.22, respectively. We have further tested the prediction accuracy of our linear model using only a fraction of the
proteins to ‘train’ the model and another smaller fraction to ‘test’
the prediction. If we randomly choose the ‘training’ set 1000 times,
taking 20 proteins out of 36 at each cycle, the average SEcorrected for
the randomized ‘test’ set is 0.31 (MI).
3.7. Probable biophysical basis of the correlation between folding rate
and co-evolution order

Theoretical models relate the folding rate with the number of
native contacts, under the simple assumption of a native-like transition state [27,28]. However, protein folding includes a series of
structural reconstitution processes, for which even the
non-contacting residue positions might be constrained to each
other as well. In our recent work [29], we have shown that critical
non-native structural dependencies drive co-evolutionary phenomenon in 30S ribosomal complex. Here in the case of small globular proteins, results clearly indicate that non-contacting CEPs also
make a significant contribution to folding. However, a major fraction of non-contacting CEPs correspond to indirect native contacts,
which might be informative to several possibilities, including critical non-native contacts, transition state structure, extended
nucleus (described by Fresht [27]) etc., and they might affect the
folding rate by contributing to the configurational entropy loss
exactly like those in physical contact. In summary, these results
might be an important step in understanding the role of folding
constraints in protein evolution.

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.febslet.2015.06.
032.
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